The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2)
Herman Wouk
Like no different novelist at paintings today, Herman Wouk has controlled to trap the sweep of
historical past in novels wealthy in personality and alive with drama. In "The Hope," which opens
in 1948 and culminates within the spectacular triumph of 1967's Six-Day War, Wouk plunges
the reader into the tale of a kingdom suffering for its delivery after which its survival. because
the story resumes in "The Glory," Wouk portrays the younger country once more driven to the
threshold of annihilation -- and units the level for cutting-edge ongoing fight for peace.Taking us
from The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) the Sinai to Jerusalem, from dust-choking battles
to the Entebbe raid, from Camp David to the interior lives of such old figures as Golda Meir,
Moshe Dayan, and Anwar Sadat, those impressive novels have the authenticity and authority of
Wouk's best fiction -- and jointly strike a convincing chord of desire for all humanity.
during this sequel to Wouk's novel concerning the beginning of Israel in 1948 to their defeat of
the joint Arabic forces within the Six Day warfare in 1967, The Hope, the point of interest this
time is basically at the impressive Yom Kippur struggle / Ramadan struggle of 1973, whilst the
Israelies confirmed all their attribute bold and get to the bottom of to rescue victory from the
jaws of defeat opposed to overwhelming odds. Israel's feel of safeguard lasts slightly a question
of months after the Six Day conflict ahead of the Egyptians once more tip the area to the
purpose of struggle by means of The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) sinking the naval send
the 'Eilat' with newly got weaponry from Russia. Thereafter follows the Egyptian president
Nasser's Soviet-backed 'War of Attrition', a longer armaments clash which offers a tricky new
problem for the fledgling state, so outnumbered in and manpower.Through a sequence of
audacious raids (including at once into PLO headquarters in Beirut to avenge the Munich
Olympics massacre) that remind either their neighboring enemies and the area at huge that they
don't intend to give up any territory won within the Six Day War. However, whilst Nasser dies,
his successor Sadat takes a special tack, expelling the Russians (publicly at least) when making
plans together with his allies an enormous offensive into the Golen Hights within the west and
Sinai within The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) the south. Zev Barak, the political fixer in
Washington, will get to come back domestic and shut to the motion this time as he's appointed
army secretary to Golda Meir, when The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) Jossi 'Don Kishote'
The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) Blumenthal, the plucky tank commander, turns into Ariel
Sharon's correct hand guy in the course of the war, supervising the install of the extreme
versatile bridge that the Israelis used to move the Suez canal. among them they beautiful a lot
be capable of get in or close to each significant battlefield or convention room through the
period. As with The Hope, the distinction is a shamelessly one-sided account of the Arab-Israeli
conflicts of the final century, with Wouk truly in awe of the braveness and boldness of the Israeli
army and Mossad, whatever the ethical implications in their extra doubtful tactics, akin to their
ever prepared penchant for preemptive strikes. He saves his even-handedness for the
characterizations. All his fictional creations are wrong ultimately or other, adulterous within the
main, yet extra importantly so are his old depictions of the primary players. along all their seen
attributes, Golda Meir can also be militarily naive, Moshe Dayan at risk of moroseness and Ariel
Sharon a shameless showboater. This guarantees that the distinction is greater than only a

thinly veiled account of Israeli triumphalism (though it's that too) and even if Wouk's mix of the
private and the political is precisely of the outside deep, television mini-series point of class he
does inform a good, humane yarn.I additionally loved reacquainting myself with these juicy
Yiddish expletives; the former winner from The Hope, 'Balagan' (mess / balls up), is outmoded
right here via the likes of The Glory (The Hope and the Glory #2) 'bopkess' (goat shit), 'fashla'
(fuck up) and 'L'Azazel' (The Devil!) might Israel stand forever. Halevai!
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